
Promote Joint Meetings: Work strategically to assemble joint meetings to 
make the member networking and technical experience more robust and cost 
effective for employers (Midwest/Western, International/Canada, Texas/Western 
are just a start). Consider using these events to attract new members by 
piggybacking dues with registration fees (or webinar fees) focusing on 
public agency memberships at meeting venues.

Partner with Peer Organizations: Forge new and creative partnerships with 
peer groups that share the guiding principles of community excellence through 
transportation. ITE expertise can be strategically grouped with various partners 
for a more rich, integrated member experience. Target groups include APWA, 
ACEC, ASCE, UTCs, Walk21, APBP, Rail~Volution, APTA, ITSAmerica, NTCIP, ASTM, 
ATA, NCUTC, AASHTO, NHTSA, IMSA, ATSSA, AREMA, US Mobility Board, NSPE, 
NPA, IPI, NACTO, AIA (architects & insurance), ASLA, ULI, ICSC, APA, BOMA, AMPO, 
TRB, AAA, WTS, YPT, CIHT, YST, IRF. A few international ITE examples may include 
partnering between ACEC and the ITE Consultants Council to provide a more 
meaningful engagement for industry and partnering between ITS America and 
ITE on vendor exhibits.

Expand AV Outreach: Expand outreach to the autonomous vehicle 
industry innovators, blending infrastructure expertise of ITE members with 
emerging technology.

Deliver Ethics Training: Partner with TPCB to expand both certi�cation 
preparation training with ethics training built into district and international 
meetings and webinars.

Provide Transparent Financial Objectives: Understand our members' 
cost-conscious needs and openly balance them with a clear understanding of 
the �nancial obligations of a sustainable institute.

Enrich Our Understanding of Context: Build a strategic relationship in 
urban transportation with partner expertise in all aspects of smarter mobility 
(rail, bus, pedestrian, bicycle, curb management, TNC, technology, freight, 
land use). Create a greater understanding of context in suburb and rural areas.

How might we build greater partnerships at ITE:
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Members (private, public industry and academic) are seeking value 
in their professional society experience. This can be achieved by:
§ Brainstorming ideas to consolidate industry meetings rather 

than create more events that consume time and resources for 
members, �rms, agencies and institutions. 

§ Creating better value-propositions and networking 
opportunities for employers.

§ Being at the forefront of industry trends, developing and 
encouraging thought into how we can enhance communities 
with innovation, technology and autonomous vehicles.

§ Delivering ethics training as part of the TPCB that is required 
of many of our PE members.

§ Providing greater visibility to the exhibit hall as a means to 
provide vendors and experts a forum to expand and 
highlight innovation. 

§ Eliminating “siloed” best practices through engagement, 
collaboration and alignment with members at all levels.

Partnerships/Industry Outreach

If you are not 
a member of ITE, 
you may wish to 
learn more and join.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_xJOjQyedQ
http://www.ite.org/membership/index.asp
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